The information in this catalogue is to be regarded as approximate. The illustrations may contain non-standard accessories and extras. Any photographs of drivers who are not holding the steering wheel with both hands have been taken while the car was stationary. We reserve the right to change the design, technical features and scope of delivery. Any variations in colours result from the printing process.

After many years of faithful service, you can return your smart fortwo to us for environmentally friendly disposal in accordance with the Directive on End-Of-Life-Vehicles*. But that day lies a long way off.

*Applies in accordance with the relevant national regulations. Further information can be obtained from the smart infocentre.

www.smart.com/uk

smart – a brand of DaimlerChrysler
Only those who are open to change can reinvent themselves time and time again: “open your mind.”

The smart forfour demonstrates that an innovative concept doesn’t have to be limited to two seats. With the unique smart design, a whole host of unusual ideas and a flexible space concept, the smart forfour gives fresh impetus to the small car segment. The smart forfour is a unique marriage of functional design and emotional appeal.

Of course, there is one thing that you can always expect from any smart: Excitement and variety twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week – wherever your smart takes you. From the supermarket to the gym or a trip to the countryside, with your best friend or with your whole family, your smart forfour turns your daily routine into something quite extraordinary. Something which is every bit as exciting as life itself. So, what’s your plan for today?
100 years of experience at such a tender age. It is no secret that the smart brand is part of the DaimlerChrysler group and as such is able to benefit from the vast experience of Mercedes-Benz in building cars. The smart forfour was designed with the same high level of technical expertise as the smart fortwo and smart roadster. The simple truth is that advanced technology of this quality cannot usually be found in other cars in this segment. Top of the list are safety features such as electronic stability programme (ESP®) and anti-lock braking system (ABS). And that's not all, both diesel engines were developed by Mercedes-Benz, too.
I always feel that the difference is in the details. Shouldn’t that apply to my car too?
Driving pleasure doesn’t have to cost the earth.

In a smart forfour, the fun doesn’t even stop when you stop for fuel. In fact, this is where you’ll notice that your smart forfour doesn’t just deliver the performance you expect from it, it’s also exceptionally economical. The body panels of the smart forfour are particularly lightweight and contribute to the low overall vehicle weight – ensuring low consumption and maximum driving pleasure! This is no casual claim - as the facts and figures amply demonstrate. Weighing in at under 1,000 kg, the smart forfour boasts a weight/power ratio that guarantees lively acceleration performance at 9.0 kg per bhp. And that’s not all. The smart forfour is equipped with an extremely agile “active-drive” chassis and thanks to its wide and sporty track width, the smart forfour holds the road extremely well. The spring and shock absorber settings respond directly to the driver’s actions. So even if the road conditions are less than perfect, the smart forfour has plenty of comfort in reserve, ensuring that driving pleasure is not compromised.

Lively petrol engines.

Four state-of-the-art engines are equally at home in the smart forfour. There are two 3-cylinder engines with 64 bhp or 75 bhp, plus two 4-cylinder engines with 95 bhp or 109 bhp. All engines in the smart forfour are front mounted. These engines are high in torque but at the same time economical. Resembling in order to also keep an eye on the petrol prices, ensuring that the petrol consumption remains within the stipulated requirements of emission standard EU4. All engines in the smart forfour are front mounted. These engines are high in torque but at the same time economical. Resembling in order to also keep an eye on the petrol prices, ensuring that the petrol consumption remains within the stipulated requirements of emission standard EU4.

Economical cdi engines.

Thanks to state-of-the-art cdi technology with high pressure direct injection at 1,600 bar, the 2-cylinder diesel engines deliver exceptional performance and economical performance at the same time. cdi stands for “common rail direct injection” – an injection technology which combines a ultra modern high pressure pump with ultra precise injection moulds, generating a maximum pressure of 1,600 bar in the common fuel line and injection moulds. In order to meet the stringent requirements of exhaust gas standard EU4, the new petrol engines are high in torque, but not at the expense of being economical, and comply with emission standard EU4.

5-speed transmission

Do you prefer to be in control? Then the smart forfour is the right car for you, as all four forfour models come as standard with a 5-speed transmission.

softouch plus

The optional 6-speed softouch plus automated transmission offers even greater comfort. This transmission is equipped with a keypad, enabling the driver to choose a gear or two down automatically when braking. This ensures your smart forfour is on the road extremely well. The softouch plus transmission also comes with a crawl function, so in traffic jams you can creep along in gear without having to touch the accelerator at all – which is also ideal for parking and reversing. If you want to switch into sporty mode simply tap the shift lever to the left, for manual gear changing.

Steering wheel gearshift

The sporty multifunctional leather steering wheel - which is available as an option - has paddles on the steering wheel which allow you to change gears without taking your hands off the steering wheel.
The smart forfour’s complex safety system sets new standards in quality that go far beyond the legal requirements.

The all-round passive safety offered by the tridion safety cell, the collapsible steering column, full-size airbags, side airbags for driver and passenger and the three-point belt systems ensure maximum protection should it be needed. However, before anything untoward happens, the active damage prevention system intervenes. The electronic stability programme (esp®) will swiftly intervene if its sensors detect that your smart forfour is in danger of swerving. The sensors detect certain dangerous situations early on – for instance if the rear of the vehicle threatens to break away in a bend. esp® immediately reduces the engine torque and selectively brakes one or more individual wheels to stabilise your smart forfour.

The hydraulic brake assist function also makes a decisive contribution to driving safety. It automatically initiates controlled emergency braking when you step on the pedal quickly but not firmly enough, so that you don’t lose any braking distance. esp® also includes the anti-lock braking system (abs) with electronic brake-force distribution. In critical situations, this function allows you to steer around obstacles even during heavy braking.

The tridion safety cell.

Sturdy, rigid, tough – the new improved tridion safety cell is the steel heart of the smart forfour. The tridion safety cell derives its solid structure from the parallel side members running under the whole vehicle floor from the front to the rear. Solid sill sections ensure the necessary high degree of rigidity which proves its worth in terms of handling, comfort and crash safety.

1. In a frontal impact the belt tensioners will reduce any slack. 2. In a serious collision the airbags are triggered and inflate to form a protective system in a matter of milliseconds. The belt force limiter carefully releases more belt before too much pressure is exerted on the chest. 3. The collapsible steering column retracts telescopically in the event of a front-end collision. In the event of a side impact, the standard side airbag – integrated in the seat backrest – inflates on the side of impact. Additional window bags are also available for your smart forfour as an option.
No two people are the same – which is why not everyone drives the same car. The smart forfour comes in four exciting variants. The smart forfour pure is the ideal introduction to the smart forfour world. With its lively 64 bhp petrol engine, the pure guarantees sheer driving pleasure. True enthusiasts can treat themselves and their pure to a 75 bhp or 95 bhp engine, or alternatively an economical cdi diesel engine with an output of 68 bhp or 95 bhp. The sporty pulse can be fitted with a 75 bhp, 95 bhp or 109 bhp petrol engine or one of the two diesel engines – all offering high torque. The smart forfour passion is available with the same choice of engines as the pulse – plus lots of comfortable extras that come as standard.

For a very special driving experience opt for the smart forfour BRABUS. With its 177 bhp engine and exclusive equipment you'll be streets ahead. Have fun discovering the right forfour for you.
If functionality is top of your list, then the smart forfour pure is the right car for you. With an economical 64 bhp engine the smart forfour pure has more standard features than most entry models in this segment. And of course it comes with all the unique smart features such as the tridion safety cell (in black for the pure) or the exchangeable body panels available in an array of colours. The smart forfour pure comes with 14" steel wheels and also cuts a fine figure from behind thanks to the tricolour rear lights.
Do you like to concentrate on the essentials? Then the smart forfour pure will offer you more than enough. In the stylish and spacious interior, the comfortable, well-contoured seats are upholstered in tasteful satellite grey. The instrument panel and door trim come in matching light grey. With the smart radio five you can turn on and tune in with RDS radio, CD player and 2 loudspeakers. The sporty 3-spoke steering wheel gives you a good grip in every situation and thanks to the electric power steering you won’t get into a sweat — even when maneuvering into a tight parking space. And when the heat is really on, simply press a button to open the front windows.

**Standard equipment for the smart forfour pure.**

| 1. 3-spoke steering wheel: | Looks good, feels good. |
| 2. Drinks holder: | Holds drinks securely and within easy reach. |
| 3. Key with remote control: | Simply press a button to remotely lock and unlock your smart forfour pure. |
| 4. Upholstery: | The pure's seats are upholstered in satellite grey, not only do they look good but they're extremely comfortable too. Take a seat in the smart forfour pure and you'll feel at home right away. |
| 5. The tricolour rear lights: | Stylish looks to the end. |
The Smart Forfour Pulse is ideal for people who like to express their individuality. The Tridion safety cell comes in black as standard (silver and titanium are optionally available) and can be combined with nine body panel colours and four interior fabric colours. Five engine versions are available for the Smart Forfour Pulse: Three petrol engines with 75 bhp, 95 bhp or 109 bhp and two diesel engines with 68 bhp or 95 bhp.

The Smart Forfour Pulse leaves the factory with a black plastic roof, although if you prefer a panoramic glass roof and electric glass sunroof are both available as options. Also, air conditioning is standard so you and your passengers can keep cool when the temperature rises.
When you get behind the wheel of the smart forfour pulse for the first time you’ll find a fresh and friendly interior waiting for you. The wide choice of equipment available allows you to personalize your smart forfour even further. Pay particular attention to the details: the smart lettering on the door sills is there to greet you every time you open the door and the standard semi-automatic air conditioning ensures a pleasant temperature at all times. You’ll enjoy every minute behind the wheel with the sporty 3-spoke steering wheel and electric power steering. You’ll wonder how you ever managed without the numerous practical functions and clever storage compartments inside the smart forfour. See for yourself, take a seat in the smart forfour pulse.

> Standard equipment for the smart forfour pulse.

1. The smart forfour pulse: Decide for yourself which engine you want to power your smart forfour pulse. Choose between three lively petrol engines and two responsive diesel engines.

2. 3-spoke steering wheel: And perfectly visible behind it the speedometer and rev counter.

3. Semi-automatic air conditioning: Keep your cool whatever the weather; you set your desired temperature and the fan level and your smart forfour will do the rest.

4. Upholstery: Choose from 4 colours: brick grey, brick red, stretch black or stretch blue.


6. Door sills with smart lettering and seat rail trim with storage compartment: A practical storage facility, for umbrellas and other essentials.

7. 15” “moveline” wheels with wheel trims: With tyres measuring 195/50 R 15.

8. Luggage compartment adjustment handle: Enables you to move the rear seat bench from the luggage compartment so that you can have more boot space.
Show your discerning taste by opting for the smart forfour passion with its comfortable and elegant equipment. Even with 3 passengers on board you'll all enjoy the view thanks to the generously proportioned panoramic glass roof. The semi-automatic air conditioning (a standard feature) will ensure that you never get too hot or too cold, so that you can enjoy the ride even more, keeping your eyes on the road and your hands on the leather steering wheel.

The tridion safety cell, that comes in silver as standard, is also available in titanium or black at no extra charge. Radiator grille and door mirrors are in the same colour as the tridion safety cell. The smart forfour passion is a pleasure to behold from whichever angle you look at it; from the 15" "moveline" alloy wheels to the polished stainless steel exhaust deflector. In a smart forfour passion, you know you’re travelling in style.
Opting for the smart forfour passion is a clear indication that you are someone who values comfort and who has an eye for exclusive equipment. Rest assured that the smart forfour passion will be very much to your taste: A 3-spoke leather steering wheel and leather gearshift knob are standard features in the smart forfour passion.

The seats are available in a choice of brick red, brick grey, stretch black or stretch blue, with matching interior door trim and instrument panel. The driver’s seat is height-adjustable and all passengers benefit from the air conditioning with automatic temperature control.

### Standard equipment for the smart forfour passion.

1. The smart forfour passion: It’s up to you to decide how lively, sporty or economical your smart forfour passion should be. Choose between three petrol and two diesel engines, all of which pack a powerful punch.

2. The 4-spoke 15” “moveline” alloy wheels: 195/50 R 15 tyres really are the height of elegance.

3. Leather steering wheel and leather gear knob: Enjoy the feel of the sporty leather steering wheel.

4. The air conditioning with automatic temperature control: Keeps the smart forfour interior at a pleasant 22°C, even when outside temperatures are pushing 40°C. A micro-filter ensures that dust, pollen and tiny particles are kept at bay.

5. Seat-height adjustment (for driver): The passion isn’t just tailored to your wishes, it’s also tailored to your size.


7. The front fog lights: Ensure good visibility in poor weather conditions.

8. The door mirrors with integrated indicators: Are colour co-ordinated with the tridion safety cell and radiator grille.

9. The panoramic glass roof with sunblind: The smart forfour passion leaves the factory with tinted glass and an interior sunblind.

Front fog lights: Ensure good visibility in poor weather conditions. The door mirrors with integrated indicators: Are colour co-ordinated with the tridion safety cell and radiator grille. The panoramic glass roof with sunblind: The smart forfour passion leaves the factory with tinted glass and an interior sunblind.
Every smart is a statement in itself. A statement of individuality and functionality, of driving pleasure and joie de vivre. If you have a soft spot for sporty, luxurious cars, then it’s time you had a closer look at the smart forfour BRABUS. As the special BRABUS touch can now also be seen on the four-seater addition to the smart family. With 25 years’ experience in enhancing exceptional automobiles, the magic of BRABUS is evident at a single glance and the smart forfour BRABUS is certainly no exception. The smart forfour BRABUS not only boasts sporty exterior styling, it also has a heart to match – a sporty heart which beats to the tune of 177 bhp. Not to mention its ability to accelerate from 0 – 62.5 mph in a mere 6.9 seconds. With maximum torque of 230 Nm, this powerful model is well equipped to cope with any situation. And if the other drivers on the road haven’t had the chance to admire your smart forfour’s dynamic styling, they’ll at least be able to admire your tail lamps as you take the lead.
Even when stationary, the sporty smart forfour BRABUS never fails to attract admiring glances with its array of dynamic and exclusive details. The BRABUS tuning is the icing on the cake, transforming the smart forfour into a sports car in top form - with its front and rear roof spoilers, side skirts and rear sports muffler with rear apron. The BRABUS “Monoblock VI” alloy wheels are clinching proof that power truly is sexy. This sporty model also stands out through its exceptional interior features, as is clear from the touch, feel and smell of the luxurious leather seats. Feast your eyes on the leather-effect interior door trim and instrument panel and the unique solutions for each individual detail, for example the BRABUS dials, the silver contrast components or the BRABUS hand-brake grip and BRABUS gear knob, both made of finest leather and aluminium. BRABUS has even worked its magic on the pedals, meaning that your smart exudes sportiness in every detail. So get behind the wheel and leave the rest behind.
Enjoy sporty exclusivity at its best. The interior of the smart forfour BRABUS is designed to make your journey as comfortable as possible. After all, you want to concentrate on the traffic and enjoy every minute behind the wheel. This is why this model comes with four electric windows, electric door mirrors and semi-automatic air-conditioning as standard, together with elegant dashboard instruments that show you the time and the engine temperature. The BRABUS multifunctional leather sports steering wheel will give you a firm grip on proceedings. And to ensure your rear passengers don’t feel left out, the twinface and centre armrest also come as standard.

1. The engine of the smart forfour BRABUS. A true powerhouse with 177 bhp that is just raring to go.
2. The BRABUS front spoiler: Creates an unmistakable front.
3. BRABUS sports rear muffler: Hearing is believing. The sports rear muffler not only looks good, it sounds good too.
4. BRABUS side skirts: For maximum sportiness, you need look no further than the BRABUS side skirts.
5. BRABUS heated leather seats: Sit back and enjoy the ride – seats of finest leather, with decorative seam and the BRABUS logo on the headrest.
6. BRABUS pedals: Non-slip aluminium pedals with BRABUS logo and rubber grips.
7. BRABUS gear knob: Sporty gear changing has never been like that before. Even when you have to change down.
8. 17” BRABUS “Monoblock VI” alloy wheels: Measuring 7 x 17, 205/40 R 17 (front) and 8 x 17, 225/35 R 17 (rear); ensure that you arrive in style.

Standard equipment for the smart forfour BRABUS.
Even if the sky is grey: In your smart forfour you’ll always be on the sunny side of life. Nine colours for the body panels and three for the tridion safety cell make your smart forfour unmistakable from the outside. You’re also spoilt for choice in the interior. Whether you’re of a practical disposition or prefer things plush – express your personality through your smart forfour.
There are millions of colours out there. Why should my car be limited to one?

The colours.

There are three basic paint concepts you can choose from: black tridion, silver tridion, and titanium tridion, all painted with high-quality automotive paint. The black tridion is standard on the smart forfour pure and pulse and is optionally available on the smart forfour passion at no extra charge.

The smart forfour BRABUS is exclusively available in two colour combinations: jack black bodypanels with a black tridion or starlight silver metallic bodypanels with a silver tridion.

The bodypanels.

The bodycomponents, also known as "bodypanels," are made of high-quality, scratch-resistant plastic. They are available in four non-metallic colours (graphite blue, ice white, jack black, phat red) and five metallic colours (bay grey metallic, flame red metallic, melon green metallic, star blue metallic, starlight silver metallic). Their low weight contributes to the smart forfour's excellent power/weight ratio resulting in better performance and lower fuel consumption. All bodypanels are fully replaceable and recyclable, do not rust and are robust enough to withstand light bumps virtually unscathed. Should a bodypanel sustain major damage, the modular bolt-on bolt-off design means that it can be easily replaced without the need for expensive repainting in a bodyshop. The bodypanel system is an innovation exclusive to smart.
Despite its compact dimensions, the smart forfour can hold far more than you might think at first glance. Depending on whether you need more storage space for luggage or if your rear seat passengers want to stretch their legs, you can move the rear bench backwards or forwards (by up to 15 centimetres) to suit your requirements. Your rear seat passengers are sure to feel at home with the lounge concept; they can relax on a “sofa” with fabric-covered lounge cushions between the door and the backrest. The backrest of the rear seat bench can be folded down, which is particularly useful if you want to transport bulky items. Depending on the position of the rear seat bench, the capacity of the luggage compartment ranges from 268 to 330 litres. If you go one step further and fold up the seat bench behind the front seats, you’ll have no less than 910 litres of space for all your transporting needs. The backrests of the rear bench are also available separately. The rear bench is also available with knee panels as an option (sporty look). For a more luxurious finish, the seats in the smart forfour pulse and the smart forfour passion are available in black leather in an optional equipment package. For a more sporty look, the smart forfour BRABUS with leather interior trim is equipped with BRABUS leather seats including seat heating, BRABUS logo and decorative seams.

The interior.

Whether you go for an elegant appearance or a more fresh and upbeat look for your smart forfour, you can’t go wrong. The bodypanels, tridion safety cell and the interior uniquely complement one another. For a more luxurious finish, the seats in the smart forfour pulse and the smart forfour passion are available in black leather in an optional equipment package. For a more sporty look, the smart forfour BRABUS with leather interior trim is equipped with BRABUS leather seats including seat heating, BRABUS logo and decorative seams.

The variable rear seat bench with lounge concept.

Despite its compact dimensions, the smart forfour can hold far more than you might think at first glance. Depending on whether you need more storage space for luggage or if your rear seat passengers want to stretch their legs, you can move the rear bench backwards or forwards (by up to 15 centimetres) to suit your requirements. Your rear seat passengers are sure to feel at home with the lounge concept; they can relax on a “sofa” with fabric-covered lounge cushions between the door and the backrest. The backrest of the rear seat bench can be folded down, which is particularly useful if you want to transport bulky items. Depending on the position of the rear seat bench, the capacity of the luggage compartment ranges from 268 to 330 litres. If you go one step further and fold up the seat bench behind the front seats, you’ll have no less than 910 litres of space for all your transporting needs. The backrests of the rear seat bench are also available separately. The rear bench is also available with knee panels as an option (sporty look). For a more luxurious finish, the seats in the smart forfour pulse and the smart forfour passion are available in black leather in an optional equipment package. For a more sporty look, the smart forfour BRABUS with leather interior trim is equipped with BRABUS leather seats including seat heating, BRABUS logo and decorative seams.

The interior.
The smart forfour just wouldn’t be a smart if it didn’t come up with even more unique solutions than you had bargained for. Thanks to the range of options and accessories available, you can make your smart forfour as individual as you are. All you have to do is choose from the wide range of options available, for example, you can opt for the folding lounge seats at the front. In conjunction with the unique lounge concept, to give the interior of your smart forfour an authentic living room feel where you can relax and put your feet up. Or choose the sports package that gives your smart forfour an even sportier look. Or to any of the exciting range of options. Read on and see what grabs you.
I want life with all the trimmings.
Why shouldn’t that go for my car too? <<

Let more light into your life. Light isn’t only provides essential Vitamin D but is also key to keeping your spirits up. The panoramic glass roof, which is available as an option, allows you to drive under the open sky. The roof is tinted and features roller sunblinds located on the inside of the smart forfour. What if front and rear passengers require different degrees of sun protection? No problem. The sunblind is divided into two parts – an innovative solution which keeps everyone happy. The panoramic glass roof with sun protection is a standard feature in the smart forfour passion and BRABUS and is available as an option for the smart forfour pulse and pure. If you want to let in maximum light and air, a wide-opening electric glass sunroof can also be ordered for all models.

The options.

1. "moveline" 15" alloy wheels:
   Also available in larger, wider dimensions: 6.5 x 15, 205/45 R 15.
2. "cruiseline" 15" alloy wheels.
   To ensure that you travel in style. Dimensions: 6 x 15, 195/50 R 15.
3. Electric glass sunroof:
   Wide-opening to let in lots of fresh air and with a draught stop to keep noise down.
4. Multifunctional leather steering wheel with trip computer:
   Allows safe and comfortable operation of the trip computer, smart radio or smart navigation system, CD player and mobile phone without the driver having to take their hands off the wheel. The display of the trip computer is integrated in the rev counter dial.
5. The dashboard instruments:
   Provide information on the time and engine temperature. Both are freestanding, rotatable and can be read easily from all angles.
6. softouch plus:
   6-speed automated transmission with kickdown and crawl function.
7. smart radio six:
   Comprises an RDS radio, CD player, telephone keypad and four loudspeakers.
8. smart radio navigator:
   Offers all the functions of the smart radio six plus you’ll never get lost again with CD navigation using arrows on a 4.9 inch display.
9. smart radio multimedia navigator:
   Offers all the functions of the smart radio navigator, in addition to a 6.5 inch colour display and a navigation system with map display.
1. Window bags: The window bags guarantee even more safety. In an accident they open in front of the front and rear side windows (illustration: snapshot of an inflated window bag).

2. 3-seater rear seat bench: Take an extra passenger along in the middle. It goes without saying that the third seat includes a headrest and a three-point seat belt.

3. The rear window blind: Protects you and your passengers from the sun's rays.

4. Luggage compartment: Not everyone needs to see what you’re carrying in your luggage compartment.

5. BRABUS rear sports muffler: With two chrome-plated tail pipes for the 109 bhp engine version, sounds every bit as sporty and powerful as it looks.

6. BRABUS 17” “Monoblock VI” alloy wheels: You’ll be streets ahead with these alloy wheels including aluminium hub caps featuring the BRABUS logo. Dimensions: front 7 x 17, 205/40 R 17 and rear 8 x 17, 225/35 R 17.

7. Lounge seats at the front: Sometimes rear seat passengers feel like second class passengers. With the smart forfour, we’ve changed all this. Thanks to the intelligent lounge seats at the front, those on the rear bench will have no cause for complaint. If you’ve parked your smart forfour out in the open and would like to enjoy the stars, the backs of both front seats can be folded forward, allowing the rear seat passengers to relax and put their feet up. The comfy rear seat bench is a real bonus (and feels good too). The seat backrests are continued harmoniously in the door trim, so you can lie back, make yourself really comfortable and enjoy the view.

8. twinface armrest: This intelligently designed armrest can be adjusted in such a way that it can be used by the driver and front-seat passenger or by the passengers in the rear seats. The twinface armrest included in the smart comfort package is far more than just a place to rest your arm. Once it has been rotated around its own axis, practical cup holders come into view.

9. Centre armrest integrated in the backrest: To make things even more comfortable for the passengers in the back, a fold-down armrest is available as an option. When not in use it is perfectly integrated in the rear seat.
The comfort package.

The leather package.

The sports package & BRABUS sports package.

The visibility package.
With a smart with room for up to five passengers and a high level of versatility you are prepared for all eventualities. Whether you need space for your favourite music, your favourite dress or your little ones, smart accessories offer the right solution for every occasion. From a CD holder to a child seat or special coat hanger – the extensive range of smart accessories will leave no wish unfulfilled. Take a closer look – you’re sure to find just what you and your passengers need.

1. Basic rack and snowboard/ski rack: For water-skis, skis and snowboards. The details on the sport, your smart forfour will carry your equipment.
2. 17" "grandline" alloy wheels: They give character to the looks and the performance – in a double spoke design. For tyre size 205/40 R 17.
3. "moveline" alloy wheels: 15" or 16" wheels in an exclusive 4-spoke design. For tyre sizes 195/50 R 15 or 205/45 R 16.
4. Multifunction box: Keeps cold things cold and hot things hot.
5. Basic rack and bicycle rack: For the easy and convenient transportation of up to two bicycles. Night or rearward facing. Simple to mount and lockable.
6. snapfix coat hanger: Simply clip on and clip off and jackets stay crease-free.
7. CD holder: With room for six of your favourite CDs.
8. Bottle holder: A secure holder for bottles of all shapes and sizes.
10. Seat dr awer: Keep your car interior neat and tidy with this extra storage compartment under the seat.
If you want to take a sporty car and make it an authentic sports star, you need look no further than BRABUS. As one of the leading tuning specialists, BRABUS has what it takes to make your smart forfour really stand out from the crowd – exclusive styling, elegantly sporty equipment and much more besides.

1. The BRABUS handbrake grip: with black leather sleeves and aluminium inlays on each side help you keep a grip on things.

2. BRABUS pedal covers: For accelerator, brake and clutch pedals. In brushed aluminium with black rubber knobs to prevent slipping.

3. BRABUS front spoiler: The sharp design with two high-quality plastic push-on grilles.

4. The BRABUS rear apron: Ensures that every side is your good side.

5. The BRABUS side skirts: Bring out the sporty side of your smart.

6. The BRABUS power kit: For the 109 bhp engine. Increases the performance of your smart forfour to 122 bhp at 6,250 rpm or to 157 Nm at 3,900 rpm. May only be fitted post registration.

7. The BRABUS sports rear muffler: With two chrome-plated tail pipes for the 109 bhp engine version, sounds every bit as sporty and powerful as it looks.

8. BRABUS 17" "Monoblock VI" alloy wheels: Big, round, beautiful. Measuring 205/40 R 17 at the front and 225/35 R 17 at the rear.

***Fuel consumption in l/100 km (urban cycle/extra-urban cycle/combined cycle) manual transmission: (34.4/54.3/44.8); CO2 emissions (combined) in g/km: 149; softouch plus: (34.0/54.3/44.1), CO2 emissions (combined) in g/km: 151. The figures stated were determined in accordance with the stipulated measuring method (directive 80/1268/EEC in the currently applicable version). The data on fuel consumption and CO2 emissions (combined cycle) has been derived in accordance with directive 70/220/EEC as amended by directive 91/676/EEC and (EU) 2016/1077.***
smartware bags: Choose the right bags to suit you and your smart forfour. For quick trips and long journeys: statement bag, cockpit bag, shoulder bag XS, wheel bag, rucksack, hip&cross bag, shower bag, pencil case, map wallet and organiser.

smartware fashion: With smart fashion you’ll cut a dash outside your smart forfour, too: “king smart” T-shirt, outdoor jacket, jumper, dress shirt, girly shirt, 10-cap and “why tie”. smartware model cars: So small and yet so smart: smart forfour model cars. Great fun on a small scale. smart forfour 1:18 collectors’ model in starlight silver, smart forfour 1:18 basic model in three different colours, smart forfour 1:43, smart forfour 1:87, remote-control smart forfour 1:12 and promocar tower with all smart models.

smartware kids: smartware kids just goes to show that you don’t need a driving licence to enjoy smart: kids tricycle, ride-on roadster, smart jumbo cuddly toy, kids’ watch, kids’ funboard, kids’ trolley bag L and kids’ bag S. Not shown: smart soft toy car and quartet.

smartware accessories: for every occasion and every smart driver. Metal clockware, smartware key fob, base sunglasses, textile, smartBrella and walking stick umbrella.

smartcare products: Nothing but the best for your smart forfour. Available as individual products or in practical care boxes. Exterior care, interior care, fluids, paint sticks and care boxes. Your smart is good to you, so be good to your smart, too!
The shortest distance between two points. People who enjoy running don’t always take the quickest route. But if you’re in your smart forfour, the chances are you’ll want to take the most direct route, no matter how much you enjoy driving. And if you’re ever unsure how to reach your destination you need look no further than your smart forfour! Developed together with Mercedes-Benz, the smart navigation systems will always guide you along the best route.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Petrol</th>
<th>Diesel</th>
<th>Diesel</th>
<th>Petrol</th>
<th>Diesel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>smart forfour 1.5/109 bhp petrol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smart forfour cdi 1.5/68 bhp diesel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smart forfour cdi 1.5/95 bhp diesel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smart forfour BRABUS 1.5/177 bhp petrol</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I always know where I'm going. Shouldn't my car know where it's going too?
Table... 2 Disc brakes at rear on 68 bhp and 95 bhp cdi diesel models

Standard equipment smart forfour pure

- Electronically programmable dimmer with hygroscopic sensor 
- Centre console, storage boxes 
- View windows in the front door with electric opening
- Digital fuel gauge with reserve indicator in litres
- Service interval indicator
- Steel wheels (tyres: 175/65 R 14)
- Manual 5-speed transmission
- Engines
  - petrol: 1.1 l (64 bhp); 1.1 l (75 bhp); 1.3 l (95 bhp)
  - cdi diesel: 1.5 l (68 bhp); 1.5 l (95 bhp)

Standard equipment smart forfour passion

- Electronically programmable dimmer with hygroscopic sensor
- Centre console, storage boxes
- View windows in the front door with electric opening
- Digital fuel gauge with reserve indicator in litres
- Service interval indicator
- Steel wheels (tyres: 175/65 R 14)
- Manual 5-speed transmission
- Engines
  - petrol: 1.1 l (75 bhp); 1.3 l (95 bhp); 1.5 l (109 bhp)
  - cdi diesel: 1.5 l (68 bhp); 1.5 l (95 bhp)

BRABUS (In addition to/differing from the passion)

- ISOFIX child seat fastener
- Comfort package

Vehicle dimensions pure, pulse, passion

- Dimensions (empty) in millimetres.
- Dimensions (loaded) in millimetres.
Optional equipment

- BRABUS "Monoblock VI" alloy wheels 7 x 17 at front with 205/40 R 17 tyres
- Sports suspension, 3-spoke leather steering wheel and leather gear knob,
- Leather upholstery for seats, heated seats (front), 3-spoke leather steering wheel and leather gear knob,
- Seat cushions available in 4 different colours
- tridion safety cell black
- BRABUS sports rear muffler
- Electric glass sunroof with sunblind
- Panoramic glass roof with sunblind
- Front 7 x 17 with 205/40 R 17 tyres and rear 8 x 17 with 225/35 R 17 tyres
- Electronic stability programme (esp®) with hydraulic brake assist
- Brakes/dynamic handling control system
- gear programme, kickdown function and crawl function
- softouch plus: automated 6-speed transmission with automatic
- 17" "grandline" alloy wheels with 205/40 R 17 tyres, sporty exhaust deflector
- smart leather package
- Light-on driving light assistant, rain sensor, headlamp cleaning system
- electric windows (rear), electrically adjustable and heated door mirrors
- cockpit
- twinface armrest, adjustable lumbar support (driver),
- Fire extinguisher
- Front fog lights
- Window bags (covering the area from the A-pillar to the C-pillar)
- Functional/electrical equipment
- smart radio multimedia navigator (radio, CD player incl. 4 loudspeakers, DVD navigation 4.9 inch colour display and telephone keypad)
- Shift paddles on steering wheel
- Cockpit
- Seat drawer under passenger seat
- Rear bench, 3 seats, incl. third headrest/3-point belt, with tumble function (double folding)
- folded forwards, height-adjustable seat for driver/passenger)
- smartstart Protection - finance gap.